1-2-3 Presentations: Animals in the City

Overview
Each small group will have 25 minutes to read one recent article about wildlife who have made human cities their homes, and create a 1-2-3 Presentation to share with the class.

Presentation
Each presentation should
- Summarize the article and present the key points
- Discuss how the topic of the article relates to each of the Three Pillars of Sustainability
- Provide at least one example of how the topic of the article relates to your life

Articles
Group 1: Feral cities: How animals are going urban like never before
Group 2: Raccoons slowly taking over New York City
Group 3: Windows may kill up to 988 million birds a year
Group 4: Residential yards are for the birds
Group 5: How do urban bats cope with city lights?
Group 6: Friendly neighborhood spiders get bigger in cities
Group 7: Don’t worry about all those attacks by hat-stealing Oregon owl